Respondent Information

1. Name
2. Title(s)
3. Telephone Number
4. Name of Major

Program Information

5. Has a review of the current requirements for your major been completed since the initial assessment? (Y/N - If Y, move to Q6, if N, skip to Q20)
6. Did the review of your major result in any changes to the required number of lower and/or upper division units or courses? (Y/N - If Y, skip to Q8, if N, move to Q7)
7. Does your department plan to conduct another review of major requirements? (Y/N - If Y, no further action needed at this time after submission, if N, skip to Final Report)

Lower Division Credit/Course Information

If the major has concentrations with different requirements, enter the lowest and highest numbers. If the major has no concentrations but options in the requirements could lead to different numbers of courses or credits, enter the lowest and highest possible. If the major has no concentrations and there is only one number of courses or credits required, enter the same number for both lowest and highest courses and the same number for both lowest and highest credits.

8. What is the lowest number of lower division credits anticipated to be required for graduation in your major? (Open Ended)
9. What is the highest number of lower division credits anticipated to be required for graduation in your major? (Open Ended)
10. What is the lowest number of lower division courses anticipated to be required for graduation in your major? (Open Ended)
11. What is the highest number of lower division courses anticipated to be required for graduation in your major? (Open Ended)

Upper Division Credit/Course Information

If the major has concentrations with different requirements, enter the lowest and highest numbers. If the major has no concentrations but options in the requirements could lead to different numbers of courses or credits, enter the lowest and highest possible. If the major has no concentrations and there is only one number of courses or credits required, enter the same number for both lowest and highest courses and the same number for both lowest and highest credits.

12. What is the lowest number of upper division credits anticipated to be required for graduation in your major? (Open Ended)
13. What is the highest number of upper division credits anticipated to be required for graduation in your major? (Open Ended)
14. What is the lowest number of upper division courses anticipated to be required for graduation in your major? (Open Ended)
15. What is the highest number of upper division courses anticipated to be required for graduation in your major? (Open Ended)
16. Can the anticipated total number of upper division requirements for graduation in your major now be completed in the equivalent of one year or less? (Y/N)
Review Information
17. What date did the department begin its review? (Calendar Selection)
18. What date did the department complete its review? (Calendar Selection)
19. Does the department plan to conduct a further review of major requirements?
   (Y/N - if Y, no further action needed at this time after submission, if N, skip to Final Report)
20. Does the department plan to conduct a further review of major requirements?
   (Y/N - If Y, move to Q21, if N, skip to Final Report)
21. Please provide an update on the department's progress in reviewing requirements for the major. (Open Ended - no further action needed at this time after submission)

Final Report
1. What was the result of your department's major review?
   - Total number of upper division requirements reduced AND can be completed in the equivalent of one year or less (if selected, move to Q2)
   - Total number of upper division requirements are not reduced AND can be completed in the equivalent of one year of less (if selected, move to Q2)
   - Total number of upper division requirements reduced AND requirements are not completed in the equivalent of one year of less (if selected, move to Q2)
   - Total number of upper division requirements are not reduced AND requirements are not completed in the equivalent of one year of less (if selected, skip to Q3)

2. I affirm that our faculty reviewed the upper division course requirements for the degree (major) to ensure both that the requirements are appropriate for today's and tomorrow's graduates in this major and also that the requirements are as streamlined as possible. Any changes needed to achieve these two goals have been approved by the faculty and sent forward for campus review and approval.
   - Name of Individual Responsible for Affirmation
   - Title of Individual Responsible for Affirmation
   - E-mail Address of Individual Responsible for Affirmation

3. Affirmation of a good faith effort by the faculty plus a strong rationale must be provided if the outcome of the review is that required upper division courses for the major are not reduced in number/credits and the total requirement takes more than one full year to complete. The rationale itself should be 250 words or less and provide good reasons for the outcome. The rationale might be based on the requirements of peer institutions, the requirements of relevant professional organizations, an analysis of the coursework needed to prepare an undergraduate in the major, or any other reasons for the faculty decision about upper division major course requirements. (Open Ended)
   - Name of Individual Responsible for Affirmation
   - Title of Individual Responsible for Affirmation
   - E-mail Address of Individual Responsible for Affirmation